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Counter Jihad

America's Military Experience in
Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria
BRIAN GLYN WILLIAMS

March 2018 400pp
24 illus.
9780812224207 NIP £20.99
Haney Foundation Series
University of Pennsylvania Press
Counter Jihad is the first history of
America's military operations
against radical Islamists, from the
Taliban-controlled Hindu Kush
Mountains of Afghanistan, to the
Sunni Triangle of Iraq, to ISIS's
headquarters in the deserts of
central Syria, giving both
generalists and specialists an
overview of events that were
followed by millions but
understood by few. Williams
provides the missing historical
context for the rise of the terror
group ISIS out of the ashes of
Saddam Hussein's secular Baathist
Iraq, arguing that it is only by
carefully exploring the recent past
can we understand how this
jihadist group came to conquer an
area larger than Britain and spread
havoc from Syria to Paris to San
Bernardino.

Objects of War

The Material Culture of Conflict and
Displacement
EDITED BY LEORA AUSLANDER
& TARA ZAHRA

May 2018 344pp
32 b&w halftones
9781501720079 HB £40.00
Cornell University Press
What new insights can historians
gain about the past by thinking
about things? A central object of
modern warfare is the radical
destruction and transformation of
the material world. And yet we
know little about the role of
material culture in the history of
war and forced displacement.
Objects of War illuminates the
ways in which people have used
things to grapple with the social,
cultural, and psychological upheavals wrought by war and forced
displacement. Chapters consider
theft and pillaging as strategies of
conquest; soldiers' relationships
with their weapons; and the use of
clothing and domestic goods by
prisoners of war, extermination
camp inmates, freed people and
refugees to make claims and to
create a kind of normalcy.

Remembering World War I
in America
KIMBERLY J. LAMAY LICURSI

March 2018 300pp
4 illus., 4 tables, 2 appendixes
9780803290853 HB £44.00
Studies in War, Society, and the
Military
University of Nebraska Press
Explores the American public’s
collective memory and common
perception of World War I by
analyzing the extent to which it
was expressed through the
production of cultural artifacts
related to the war. Through the
analysis of four vectors of
memory—war histories, memoirs,
fiction, and film—Lamay Licursi
shows that no consistent image or
message about the war ever arose
that resonated with a significant
segment of the American
population. In the end Americans
emerged from the interwar years
with limited pockets of public
memory about the war that never
found compromise in a dominant
myth.

The Control Agenda

A History of the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks
MATTHEW J. AMBROSE

April 2018 280pp
9781501713743 HB £36.00
Cornell University Press
A sweeping account of the history
of the Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks (SALT), their rise in the Nixon
and Ford administrations, their
downfall under President Carter,
and their powerful legacies in the
Reagan years and beyond.
Matthew Ambrose pays close
attention to the interplay of
diplomacy, domestic politics, and
technology, and finds that the
SALT process was a key point of
reference for arguments regarding
all forms of Cold War decision
making. Ambrose argues elite U.S.
decision makers used SALT to
better manage their restive
domestic populations and to exert
greater control over the shape,
structure, and direction of their
nuclear arsenals.
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Crerar’s Lieutenants

Inventing the Canadian Junior Army
Officer, 1939-45
GEOFFREY HAYES

March 2018 312pp
28 photos, 3 tables
9780774834841 NIP £29.99
Studies in Canadian Military
History
UBC Press
Drawing on a wide range of
sources and exploring leadership,
this book looks at how the army
selected and trained its officers to
embody the new ideal. It also
sheds light on challenges these
officers faced during the war – not
only on the battlefield but from
conflicted views.

Sovereign Soldiers

How the U.S. Military Transformed the
Global Economy After World War II
GRANT MADSEN

July 2018 352pp
24 illus.
9780812250367 HB £36.00
American Business, Politics, and
Society
University of Pennsylvania Press
Shows how U.S. army leaders in
postwar Germany and Japan
learned from the people they
governed, drawing expertise that
they ultimately brought back to the
United States during the
Eisenhower Administration,
enabling the West to flourish
during the early Cold War.

Invisible Scars

Mental Trauma and the Korean War
MEGHAN FITZPATRICK

Michigan’s War

The Civil War in Documents
JOHN W. QUIST

Military Cultures in Peace
and Stability Operations
Afghanistan and Lebanon
CHIARA RUFFA

April 2018 196pp
15 photos, 1 map
9780774834797 NIP £25.99
Studies in Canadian Military
History
UBC Press
The first exploration of Commonwealth Division psychiatry during
the Korean War and the psychiatric-care systems in place for soldiers who fought. Fitzpatrick
demonstrates that although Commonwealth forces were successful
in returning traumatized servicemen to duty, they failed to support
veterans returning to civilian life.

July 2018 240pp
9780821423127 PB £19.99
Michigan’s War
Ohio University Press
Building upon the current
scholarship of the Civil War, the
Midwest, and Michigan’s role in
the national experience,
Michigan’s War is a documentary
history of the Civil War Era as told
by the state’s residents and
observers in private letters,
reminiscences, newspapers, and
other contemporary sources.

Sovereignty and Command
in Canada–US Continental
Air Defence, 1940–57

The Politics of War

The Price of Alliance

April 2018 300pp
9 graphs, 2 maps, 6 tables
9780774836289 PB £29.99
UBC Press
The Politics of War analyzes the
impact of political elites,
Parliament, and public opinion on
Canada’s mission in Afghanistan to
demonstrate how much of
Canada’s involvement was shaped
by the vagaries of domestic
politics.

April 2018 188pp
10 b&w photos
9780774835190 PB £28.99
Studies in Canadian Military
History
UBC Press
Drawing on extensive interviews
and records from Canada, NATO,
the US, and Germany, The Price of
Alliance balances high politics with
military requirements in the first
major reappraisal of Pierre
Trudeau’s defence policy.

RICHARD GOETTE

March 2018 272pp
19 photos, 2 illus., 4 maps
9780774836876 HB £72.00
Studies in Canadian Military
History
UBC Press
Combines historical narrative with
conceptual analysis of sovereignty,
command and control systems,
military professionalism, and
civil-military relations to document
the sometimes fractious
Canada–US continental air
defence relationship.

Canada’s Afghanistan Mission,
2001–14
JEAN-CHRISTOPHE BOUCHER &
KIM RICHARD NOSSAL

May 2018 224pp
5 illus.
9780812250183 HB £52.00
University of Pennsylvania Press
Having spent 7 years (2007-14)
embedded with French and Italian
units on peace and stability
operations, Ru demonstrates that
civil-military relations and societal
beliefs about the use of force in
the units’ home country impact
military culture overseas and hold
consequences for their ability to
keep the peace.

The Politics and Procurement of
Leopard Tanks for Canada’s NATO
Brigade
FRANK MAAS

